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Activities to do at home
Due to the current school closures, I wanted to help schools to encourage children to remain healthy
and active both physically and mentally. I have created this document for schools to share with their
children to give suggestions on activities that can be done from home. This document is just a
snapshot of what is available. The links on the pages will work by putting the website details into your
search browser.
Please do contact me during this time if you need any advice for your children.

https://www.sportengland.org/news/how-stay-active-while-yourehome

Official advice recommends against non-essential contact and all unnecessary travel - including working
from home if you can - which means our routines are going to be changing.
But staying active is more important than ever right now, and even if you’re mostly in your house at the
moment, there are plenty of ways you can still do so.
To help, we've compiled into one place some of the most handy exercise ideas that are out there for
keeping active in and around your home.
And if you've found a great way to keep active online, use the hashtag #StayInWorkOut on social media to
share it with others.
Remember to check government advice if you think you have any symptoms linked to coronavirus.
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https://www.youthsporttrust.org/free-home-learningresources

With more people self-isolating and school closures, the Youth Sport Trust are aiming to provide
whatever assistance they can to allow people to learn, be active and enjoy themselves as much as
possible. Please access any of the resources below, this will be regularly updated.
Primary Resources -Ready Set Ride resources
The Youth Sport Trust have been commissioned by British Cycling and HSBC UK to design resources to
help children to learn to ride. Using an activity pack, online video resources and app, parents, teachers
and carers are supported to teach children the essential skills needed to ride a bike while having fun
playing together. Click here for three free resources. Additional resources can be accessed by creating
a free account.
Primary & Secondary Resources—Play Format videos
Our ‘Play Formats’ have been designed to encourage more active play and support children to engage
informally in activity before accessing more formal sport specific variations. Click here for YouTube
playlist
Personal Challenge videos
It is the mission of the School Games to provide ‘more young people with the opportunity to compete
and achieve their Personal Best’. This includes competing against oneself and others to improve
personal performances with a focus on the process rather than the outcome (on the learning and
values development of the young person rather than just the result). For some inspiration, watch some
personal challenges created by young people, have a go yourself, or create your own. Click here for
YouTube playlist
Inclusion 2020 activities
In this document (page 11 onwards) there's a wide range of inclusive formats to utilise.
Download the document
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https://www.thisgirlcan.co.uk/activities/disney-workouts/

These Disney dance-alongs are a perfect, and fun, way to get active with the kids
The website has lots of activities that children and families can do at home, with ideas for dances through
to games in the garden.
Lots of activities to do, with easy to follow active learning videos covering topics such as division,
number bonds and times tables.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
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https://www.activekidsdobetter.co.uk/active-home

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyCLoPd4VxBvPHOpzoE
k5onAEbq40g2-k

This website has different fun activities that can be undertaken at home with families.
Joe Wicks has workouts that children can do at home on this YouTube channel. These are short bouts
of activity that can be done at home as well as in the classroom.

